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Gallery: Swanky VIP Lounge Made of Shi...

Most people would think to build a grand stand from traditional scaffolding, but not Stefan Beese.

 Holcim Awards (@HolcimAwardsUS) says:
January 5, 2011 at 6:21 pm
I’m not sure designing w ith shipping containers is really a novel idea anymore. You
see it  all the t ime. At least in this case they reuse the elements each year for the
fest ival.

Check out the Holcim Awards for Sustainable Construct ion for other inspiring
sustainable projects.
http://on.fb.me/holcim-awards
The Holcim Awards are now open for submissions and is free. Enter your project
today!

2 Responses to “Swanky VIP Lounge Made of Shipping Containers Rocks the Voodoo Music Festival”

Most people would think to build a grand stand from traditional scaffolding, but not Stefan Beese. The production designer,
who is used to thinking outside of the box, decided to think inside of the box for the Voodoo Festival, using six 40’ long
shipping containers to create a large viewing deck and a VIP lounge area. The containers also smartly do double duty as
storage space for other festival components throughout the year.

The two top containers are cantilevered nine feet on each side creating two balconies that are prime viewing locations. There
are also two bars located on the balconies. Each container was perforated with cutouts spelling the word “VOODOO,” which
not only brands the structure but creates different vantagepoints and service area openings. And since the openings themself
act as signage for the event, no additional materials or energy were needed to create banners or posters.

For the 2010 event, the Voodoo container was improved by adding a 10 foot ADA lift leading up to the top deck where festival-
goers were able to enjoy performances by Ozzy Osborne, Muse and My Morning Jacket.

+ Stefan Beese

Photos © Stefan Beese
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Used Shipping Containers 10'-40' Secure Storage Container Customizable-Rent or Buy Today www.mobilemini.com

Eco-Friendly Designs Try Autodesk® 3D Design Software For More Eco-Friendly Designs.  Autodesk.com/Sustainable-Design
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Dilapidated 18th Century
Church Transformed Into
a Private HomeSally Onions and Ian Bottomley
purchased the dilapidated St.
Nicholas Church (originally built
in 1792) and turned it into a
private residence. While
renovation would have been a
cheaper route, the couple
opted instead for restoration,
keeping key features like the
high, vaulted ceilings, and
original stained glass windows.

READ MORE >

Ingenious Cardboard
Packaging Folds to Fit
Parcels of Any ShapeExcessive packaging is one of
our top pet peeves here at
Inhabitat, so we were really
inspired by this flat cardboard
sheet that is capable of
conforming to the shape of any
object, saving a bundle on
wasteful filler. Designed by
Patrick Sung, the packaging
design concept features
triangulated perforations that
allow it to bend [...]

READ MORE >

Yunak Evleri Is a 5-Star
Hotel Built Into Ancient
CavesMany caves were carved out of
the soft limestone cliffs in the
region of Cappadocia, whose
history dates back to the
6th century.  The hotel was
completed in 2000 with
extensive cleanup and grounds
improvement. The remarkable
cave retrofit brought in power
for lights, Wi-Fi and modern
gadgets a well as plumbing for
the individual baths. [...]

READ MORE >

Remistudio’s Floating Ark
Concept Battles Rising
TidesThe Ark concept, which
Remistudio designed in
connection with the
International Union of
Architects’ program
“Architecture for Disaster
Relief,” can be built in various
climates and in seismically
dangerous regions because its
basement is a shell structure,
devoid of ledges or angles. A
load-bearing system of arches
and cables allows weight
redistribution along the entire
[...]

READ MORE >
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 jennischmidt says:
January 11, 2011 at 8:30 am
cool
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